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LUNG CANCER SCREENING FRAMEWORK FOR CANADA

SEPTEMBER 2014

BACKGROUND

Lung Cancer

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in Canada. It is estimated that 25,500 Canadians were diagnosed with lung cancer in 2013 and that some 20,200 men and women died from the disease in the same year. The five-year relative survival rate for lung cancer is 17 percent.

Lung cancer is the leading cause of death from cancer in Canada and is the second most common cancer in both males and females. Since the mid-1980s the incidence has been declining in men, and while fewer women than men are diagnosed with this type of cancer, the incidence among females has been increasing since 1982. These patterns reflect changes in tobacco use and quit rates: rates of smoking among men started to decline in the mid-1960s whereas declines in smoking rates among females were not observed until the mid-1980s.

Lung cancer is a significant burden to those affected by the disease, their families, and the health care system. The treatment is complex and dependent on a number of factors including stage of diagnosis, tumour pathology, and/or the presence of other medical conditions.

Lung Cancer Screening

An international collaborative effort is underway to further our understanding of how lung cancer develops and to devise a framework for earlier detection of the disease through screening.

Cancer screening involves the use of specific tests to detect the presence of disease at an early stage so that treatment can start before the onset of clinical symptoms. The overall goal of screening is to reduce the mortality associated with the disease. With lung cancer screening there exists an important opportunity to also address primary prevention if smoking cessation programs are integrated with screening activities.

Advances in low-dose spiral computed tomography (LDCT) have led researchers to assess its efficacy as a potential lung cancer-screening test in high-risk individuals. In the United States, the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) found that lung cancer deaths fell by 20 percent in current and/or former smokers aged 55-74 (with 30 or more pack-years smoking history) who were screened annually for three consecutive years using LDCT. The trial also found that all-cause mortality fell by seven percent among this group.

In light of these findings, the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC) Board of Directors struck a CT Screening Task Force to develop an IASLC position statement. This statement concluded that:

- The NLST was the first randomized controlled trial to demonstrate a significant reduction in lung cancer mortality due to LDCT screening in a high-risk population.
- There are both published data and ongoing trials and studies that could help inform the advancement of population-based lung cancer screening.

The Task Force called for the collaboration and active participation of international lung cancer clinicians and researchers to study, assess, evaluate, and refine this proposed screening approach.

To that end, in 2011, IASLC hosted a CT Screening Workshop to further discuss opportunities for improving and advancing the use of LDCT in lung cancer screening. A number of Strategic CT Screening Advisory Committees were established at this time. Their stated goal was to actively engage lung cancer stakeholders, including professional societies and organizations, to focus on developing guidelines and recommendations in the following areas:
1. Identification of high-risk individuals for lung cancer screening programs;
2. Development of radiological guidelines for use in developing lung cancer CT screening programs;
3. Development of guidelines for the clinical work-up of “indeterminate nodules” resulting from CT screening programmers;
4. Guidelines for pathology reporting of nodules from lung cancer CT screening programs;
5. Recommendations for surgical and therapeutic interventions of suspicious nodules identified through lung cancer CT programs; and
6. Integration of smoking cessation practices into future national lung cancer CT screening programs.

A National Approach to Lung Cancer Screening in Canada

National experts from across Canada collaborated to discuss priorities and issues in lung cancer screening.

To identify priorities for lung cancer screening in Canada, the Canadian Partnership Against Cancer (CPAC) hosted two multi-stakeholder forums (November 22, 2011 and February 29, 2012). It was agreed by forum participants that a national network approach would be useful for both identifying and supporting national priorities.

The Pan-Canadian Lung Cancer Screening Network (PLCSN), hosted by CPAC, was subsequently established with the following mandate: to support initiatives that will inform discussions and decisions around lung cancer screening; to leverage expertise in this area; and to make use of evidence-based recommendations that support policy and best practices in lung cancer screening.

Members of PLCSN include representatives from provincial cancer care organizations, provincial and territorial ministries of health, the Public Health Agency of Canada, and non-government and professional organizations. Individual experts are also invited to participate in PLCSN initiatives depending on the subject matter.

Recognizing that lung cancer screening was a new area of development – both in Canada and internationally – members of PLCSN agreed that developing a Lung Cancer Screening Framework for Canada would be a valuable initial project. As such, this consensus statement-based framework was developed to provide useful guidance to the provinces and territories as they address this important issue in cancer control.

The statements within this framework were developed through an extensive consultation process which took place between April 2013 and April 2014 (a detailed account of the consensus process is included as Appendix A).
Intent

This consensus statement-based framework has been designed as a tool to support Canadian jurisdictions in their deliberations and/or in planning for lung cancer screening by outlining the key elements for consideration.

The framework is not intended to be prescriptive. It is recognized that lung cancer screening, if it takes place, will evolve differently across the provinces and territories in terms of timing and approaches. In addition, there may be issues and gaps that are not identified and/or resolved in this framework; for that reason, it should be viewed as an iterative process.

Although the development of this framework was facilitated by CPAC, it will be essential to identify the most appropriate group(s) to address the specific aspects of the various statements. In some statements, these groups have been noted.

Introduction

The vast majority of lung cancers (85-90%) are associated with cigarette smoking. Preventing the onset of smoking and bringing about successful smoking cessation amongst current smokers, particularly by 30-40 years of age, will most effectively achieve primary prevention of lung cancer. Evidence-based smoking cessation and relapse prevention programs are critical strategies for lung cancer control.

The role of smoking cessation

This framework is focused on lung cancer screening and not on overall tobacco control or on the broader issues of chronic disease prevention. However, smoking cessation statements have been included as alignment and integration of smoking cessation programs with screening strategies can link effective primary and secondary prevention intervention approaches. Published and ongoing modeling analyses have demonstrated that LDCT lung cancer screening, combined with smoking cessation, appears to be more cost-effective than screening alone.

One challenge with smoking cessation programs is that long-term smokers who could potentially benefit the most often do not participate. As noted earlier, lung cancer screening presents a new opportunity for cessation programs to access a segment of smokers that have traditionally been difficult to engage.

How is lung cancer screening different from other kinds of cancer screening?

Lung cancer screening differs from the population-based screening programs that have been implemented for breast, cervical, and colorectal cancers. Whereas the population targeted in those programs are generally at average risk of developing these cancers, lung cancer screening is focused on a defined high-risk population. There is currently no evidence to support routine screening of average-risk individuals for lung cancer. The risks and complications associated with screening lower-risk cohorts (e.g., false positive findings on LDCT) likely out-weigh any potential benefits.

While the target populations may be different, the principles that guide population-based screening programs can help inform the development of an effective screening strategy for a high-risk target group. In addition, the structure of organized population-based screening provides a useful outline of program components including: an identified targeted population group; a specific screening test; identified screening intervals; policies to guide planning and delivery of screening services; coordination of diagnostic services for individuals with an abnormal screen result; quality standards and monitoring; and evaluation of cancer outcomes.
Who might benefit from lung cancer screening?
In order to define and reach individuals who could benefit from lung cancer screening, there needs to be well-defined risk criteria which are incorporated into tools/models for use in planning and individual risk assessment. While the evidence for some key risk factors is more clearly defined, there is a need for continued work to further develop and confirm the role of known risk factors for lung cancer, including how they might be incorporated (or not) as screening eligibility criteria in the future.

Who would be eligible for lung cancer screening?
Setting criteria for eligibility to participate in screening requires consideration of multiple factors, aside from risk exposure factors. Age eligibility is an example of such a factor, and should ideally be standardized across the country, as it is for colorectal cancer screening.

It can be challenging to recruit a high-risk target population for screening as there are no centralized databases that contain risk information beyond age and sex. Therefore, it will be important to find systematic ways to reach eligible individuals and invite them to take part in screening. Development of appropriate patient education and awareness programs may help make these connections.

Developing guidelines for LDCT use in lung cancer screening
There is a clear need for guidelines pertaining to the use of the LDCT scan as the screening test for lung cancer among the high risk population. Guidelines including start and stop ages for screening and recommended interval between screenings will be essential for the implementation of lung screening in Canada – whether it is carried out in a programmatic fashion or as ad hoc, opportunistic screening.

Guidelines for screening and follow-up algorithms are also needed, and these should be based on current evidence and best practices (where the evidence is not definitive). It is likely that one clearly defined clinical pathway will not apply to all cases and circumstances and therefore options will likely vary across the country. Some of this variation will stem from differences in local expertise, resources, and services across regional jurisdictions.

In the area of pathology, much work has been done at the national level in the United States and in Canada on reporting standards. Taking this work to the next level would include the development of synoptic reporting methods for small lung biopsy specimens to facilitate quality and monitoring and evaluation.

Evaluating our efforts
As lung cancer screening is addressed in Canada, it will be important to develop performance measures to evaluate outcomes and quality control. Such measures might include, but are not limited to:

- What proportion of the target population was identified, contacted and enrolled;
- What proportion of the target population who are current smokers were offered and took advantage of the opportunity to quit smoking during or after their screening visit;
- Lung cancer mortality rates in the screened vs. unscreened target populations;
- Stage-at-diagnosis shifts observed in those lung cancers detected by screening vs. those occurring in unscreened individuals.

The statements presented in the next section of this report cover a broad scope. They include the development of screening and clinical pathways; the use of multidisciplinary approaches in patient assessment and evaluation; and setting quality standards for screening, diagnosis, and treatment.
As conversations about lung cancer screening take place in regional or provincial jurisdictions, it is intended that this framework will provide a starting point to set the stage for the development of specific clinical practice guidelines and algorithms.

As articulated through the consensus process (detailed in Appendix A), each of the statements have relevancy at national and provincial/territorial levels.

### Lung Cancer Screening Consensus Statements

#### Smoking Cessation in Lung Cancer Screening

1. Where evidence-based smoking cessation and relapse prevention programs exist and are well organized within a jurisdiction, these services (e.g., quit line promotion, physician referral, or a cessation program embedded in a screening program) should be aligned with existing or developing lung cancer screening programs.

2. Periodically updated jurisdictional inventories of smoking cessation and relapse prevention programs need to be completed in order to identify existing and emerging alignment opportunities with lung cancer screening program activities.

3. Where evidence-based smoking cessation services and relapse prevention programs do not exist or where their reach is very limited, filling these gaps with evidence-based approaches should occur prior to or in conjunction with initiating a lung cancer screening program.

4. In all lung cancer screening programs, whether smoking cessation is offered in-house or by referral, smoking status should be monitored annually as a lung cancer screening program quality indicator.

#### Recruitment and Eligibility for Lung Cancer Screening

5. Come to consensus, across jurisdictions, on which risk assessment models might be most suitable for use in Canada.

6. Risk assessment models evaluated for use for lung cancer screening selection should consider both incidence and mortality as outcomes.

7. Identify at what level of individual risk people should be screened. Consider the applicability, in the Canadian context, of various risk prediction equations and algorithms.

8. Other risk factors (e.g., second hand smoke, air pollution, asbestos, etc.), in addition to the standard smoking exposure measures should be considered when possible in order to determine an individual’s true overall risk.


10. Age is an important parameter when developing eligibility criteria for lung cancer screening; serious consideration should be given to standardizing upper and lower age limits across the country.

11. Define or describe criteria for ineligibility of lung cancer screening.

12. Determine ways to capture self reported data from potential screen-eligible persons to confirm their eligibility or ineligibility for lung cancer screening, and to support ongoing research into optimizing determination of eligibility.
Radiological Testing in Lung Cancer Screening

13. Create a standardized definition across Canada for an abnormal lung cancer screen, including identifying which abnormal results require definitive clinical work-up.

14. Develop Canadian lung cancer screening algorithms including radiologic management of abnormal findings through assessing the various protocols from randomized controlled trials, prospective studies, and existing guidelines.

15. Develop guidelines for technical parameters and dosage levels of low dose computed tomography.

16. Develop guidelines for measurement techniques and standardized reporting of low dose computed tomography, including reporting guidelines and scoring systems (e.g., LU-RADS).

17. Recommend the development and implementation of an accreditation program for lung cancer screening centres by the Canadian Association of Radiologists; where the radiologists, technologists, equipment, and quality assurance program will be assessed on quality control, image quality, radiation dose, and the use of standardized reports for lung cancer screening and diagnostic follow-up occurring in each centre.

18. Create a continuing medical education program for the radiological aspects of lung cancer screening services and programs with support from appropriate professional organizations.

20. Define the indications for, and key elements of timely multidisciplinary clinical review processes (e.g., tumour board or tumour conference) throughout the diagnostic and treatment pathways.

21. Develop algorithms for the clinical work-up of individuals with abnormal screening results, including additional imaging, biopsy, and surgical resection.

22. Based on key clinical factors, identify recommended methods of performing non-surgical and surgical biopsies.

23. When feasible, the diagnosis of lung cancer and tumour stage should be confirmed prior to treatment.

24. Outline criteria, including involvement of respirologists and thoracic surgeons, for patient assessment to determine resectability and operability.

25. Lung cancer screening strategies/programs should link to the treatment pathways for patients.

26. Develop a minimum standard for treatment services. An analysis of current practice could help to inform the standard.

27. Monitor all interventions including results and complications.

Diagnostic Follow-up and Treatment after Lung Cancer Screening

19. Recommend the development and/or implementation and measurement of quality standards for clinicians treating patients (e.g., radiologists, thoracic surgeons, respirologists, medical and radiation oncologists).
Pathology Quality and Reporting in Lung Cancer Screening

28. Pathology findings should be reported using the College of American Pathologists synoptic reporting standard, which is endorsed by the Canadian Association of Pathologists.

29. Develop synoptic reporting for lung biopsy specimens.

30. Develop recommendations for tissue submission and handling.

31. Develop recommendations related to defining parameters of an adequate specimen per procedure.

32. Cell block preparation for all lung cytology specimens is recommended.

33. Pathology reports should indicate the optimal tumour block(s) for future testing.

34. Cytology and pathology results should be correlated if possible.

Statement References
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NEXT STEPS

It is very likely that different approaches will be considered and implemented across the country for lung cancer screening, as has been seen with the development of other existing provincial/territorial cancer screening programs. With lung cancer screening at such an early stage, provinces/territories have an opportunity to coordinate their planning and decision making. This framework will help facilitate the collection of data and best practices to optimize organized approaches to lung cancer screening.

PLCSN and additional working group members will determine the priority areas of this framework and discuss which items are most relevant to advance on a pan-Canadian level.

As new guidelines or other information becomes available, the need for revisions to this framework will be considered.
APPENDIX A: LUNG CANCER SCREENING FRAMEWORK FOR CANADA - DEVELOPMENT

The Process

Key areas of consideration for lung cancer screening were identified through an extensive consultation process.

The first priority initiative identified by members of the PLCSN was the development of a Lung Cancer Screening Framework for Canada to provide useful guidance to the provinces and territories as they address this important issue in cancer control.

To begin discussions, pan-Canadian working groups – with chairs and co-chairs – were formed with nominated PLCSN members and other expert volunteers. Using the IASLC recommendation areas as a guide, these groups were tasked with developing consensus statements in one of the following priority areas:

- Smoking cessation and lung cancer screening;
- Identification of high-risk individuals and lung cancer screening eligibility;
- Development of radiological guidelines;
- Clinical work-up of indeterminate;
- Recommendations for surgical and therapeutic interventions of suspicious nodules; and
- Pathology reporting of nodules.

Developing a Lung Cancer Screening Framework: Process Overview

- Nov 2011: Pan Canadian Lung Forum #1
- Feb 2012: Pan Canadian Lung Forum #2
- Oct 2012: Pan-Canadian Lung Cancer Screening Network formed
- April 2013: Developing a lung cancer screening framework for Canada
- Integration of smoking cessation
- Identification of high risk individuals
- Radiological guidelines
- Clinical workup of intermediate nodules
- Surgical & therapeutic interventions
- Pathology reporting of nodules
- Consensus statements drafted and revised through a series of voting
- Aug 2014: Lung Cancer Screening Framework for Canada completed
Individual working groups produced the first draft of statements during an in-person PLCSN meeting on April 25, 2013. Following this meeting, working group chairs conducted literature reviews and linked relevant evidence to the corresponding statements via an online consensus platform.

The online platform, which used a systematic approach incorporating a modified Delphi technique, allowed the working groups to provide feedback and indicate their level of agreement (vote) for each statement using the following scale:

- Disagree strongly;
- Disagree with major reservation;
- Disagree with minor reservation;
- Agree with major reservation;
- Agree with minor reservation; or
- Agree strongly.

A first round of voting occurred during the summer of 2013. Working group members voted and provided feedback only on those statements that were within their working group area of focus.

In the fall of 2013, following the second revision of the statements, working group members were invited to vote and provide feedback on the entire set of statements after which subsequent revisions took place. A final round of voting occurred during an in-person meeting held on October 2-3, 2013 in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Close to 50 participants, including members of PLCSN, additional working group members, and provincial and territorial cancer screening leads were in attendance.

The process of voting at this meeting began with the chairs and co-chairs of each of the working groups presenting their group’s most recent draft statements to highlight key elements and evidence. Each presentation was followed by a facilitated discussion, and minor revisions were made to the statements. Then voting took place, statement by statement.

Votes were weighted such that working group members’ votes were worth three times more than non-working group members. This weighting was implemented to reflect working group members’ expertise with the subject matter.

In addition, attendees were asked to assess whether the focus of each statement was relevant at a pan-Canadian or provincial/territorial level, neither, or both.

To offer an opportunity for further reflection and input after the in-person meeting, the set of revised statements was re-circulated to all attendees for comment. This input was reviewed by working group chairs/co-chairs and incorporated into the statements.

At this point, a draft framework document including the most recent statements and a detailed account of the development process was circulated in December 2013 for feedback. A revised and more complete framework document was circulated in April 2014 for a last round of feedback. This final framework was completed in May 2014.
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